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ABSTRACT:
Numerous boundaries to HIV testing remain and UNAIDS gauges that more than million people living with HIV still don't comprehend their standing. Shame related segregation deflect people from taking a HIV check. Access to classified HIV testing stays a trouble of concern. numerous people get tried exclusively once changing into unwell and symptomatic. This winds up in HIV treatment being started late, undermining its few favorable circumstances for every treatment and bar. At an equal time, there territory unit a few new chances to grow access to HIV testing. Self-testing, network based testing administrations, and multi-illness testing zone unit serving to people to comprehend their HIV standing. HIV testing projects ought to be developed. For this, we need political can and venture, likewise as novel and inventive ways to deal with HIV testing that zone unit completely utilized and brought to scale.
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CONCEPT,
World AIDS Day was 1st formed as a method to exploit a media gap that existed between the U.S. presidential elections of 1988 and yuletide. James Bunn, a journalist WHO had recently taken a post at the globe Health Organization (WHO), was convinced that audiences may be drawn to the story once nearly a year of non-stop campaign coverage. He and his colleague, Thomas Netter, set that December one was the best date and spent consecutive sixteen months coming up with and implementing the inaugural event.

HISTORY
World AIDS Day was 1st formed in August 1987 by James W. Bunn and Thomas Netter, 2 public info officers for the world Programme on AIDS at the globe Health Organization in Geneva, Switzerland. Bunn and Netter took their plan to Dr. dessert apple Mann, Director of the world Programme on AIDS (now called UNAIDS). Dr. Mann liked the idea, approved it, and in agreement with the advice that the primary observance of World AIDS Day ought to air one December 1988, Bunn, a former tv journalist from city, had suggested the date of one December that basic cognitive process it'd maximize coverage of World AIDS Day by western fourth estate, sufficiently long following the U.S.A. elections however before the Christmas holidays.

The first Indian Aids patient
In 1986, the primary famous case of HIV was diagnosed by Dr. Suniti male monarch and her student Dr. Sellappan Nirmala amongst feminine sex employees in Madras, Tamil Nadu. Later that
year, sex employees began showing signs of this deadly illness. At that point, foreigners in India were traveling in and out of the country. It's thought that foreigners were those accountable for the primary infections.

**IMPORTANTS OF WORLD AIDS DAY**

Over 101,600 folks reside with HIV within the United Kingdom. Globally, there are associate degree calculable thirty six.7 million folks that have the virus. Despite the virus solely being known in 1984, over thirty five million folks have died of HIV or AIDS, creating it one in every of the foremost damaging pandemics in history.

Today, scientific advances are created in HIV treatment, there are laws to shield folks living with HIV and that we perceive such a lot additional regarding the condition. Despite this, every year within the United Kingdom over four,300 folks are diagnosed with HIV, folks don't recognize the facts regarding the way to shield themselves et al, and stigma and discrimination stay a reality for several folks living with the condition.

World AIDS Day is vital as a result of it reminds the general public and government that HIV has not gone away – there's still an important have to be compelled to raise cash, increase awareness, fight prejudice and improve education.

**CAMPAIGNS AND SLOGANS**

World AIDS Day on one December brings along folks from round the world to boost awareness regarding HIV/AIDS and demonstrate international commonality within the face of the pandemic. The day is a chance for public and personal partners to unfold awareness regarding the standing of the pandemic and encourage progress in HIV/AIDS bar, treatment and care round the world. It's become one in every of the foremost well known international health days and a key chance to boost awareness, commemorate people who have died, and celebrate victories like accrued access to treatment and bar services.

# GOING TO ZERO: WORLD AIDS DAY 2012

Zero new HIV infections. Zero deaths from AIDS-related sickness. Zero discrimination is that the theme of World AIDS Day 2012. Given the unfold of the epidemic these days, going to zero might sound troublesome however important progress is current. In 2011, 2.5 million folks were recently infected with HIV. Associate degree calculable one.7 million folks died. That's 700 000 fewer new infections worldwide than 10 years past, and 600 000 fewer deaths than in 2005.

# NEW HIVRECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADOLESCENCE.-WORLD AIDS DAY 2013

Over two million adolescents between the ages of ten and nineteen years reside with HIV, and lots of don’t receive the care and support that they have to remain in physiological condition and stop transmission. Additionally, millions additional adolescents arin danger of infection. The failure to support effective and acceptable HIV services for adolescents has resulted in a very five hundredth increase in rumored AIDS-related deaths during this cluster compared with the half-hour decline seen within the general population from 2005 to 2012. New WHO recommendations discharged within the run-up to World AIDS Day 2013 ar the primary to deal with the precise desires of adolescents, each for those living with HIV and people WHO ar in danger of infection.
# CLOSING THE GAP IN HIV BAR AND TREATMENT. WORLD AIDS DAY 2014,

1 December, is a chance to harness the ability of social modification to place folks 1st and shut the access gap. Ending the AIDS epidemic by 2030 is feasible, however solely by closing the gap between folks that have access to HIV bar, treatment, care and support services and folks WHO ar being left behind. Closing the gap suggests that empowering and enabling all folks, everywhere, to access the services they have.

# GOING TO ZERO : END AIDS BY 2030. - WORLD AIDS DAY 2015

30 Nov 2015 -- On this year’s World AIDS Day, 1 December, WHO emphasizes that increasing antiretroviral medical aid to all or any folks living with HIV is essential to ending the AIDS epidemic at intervals a generation. “The Millennium Development Goal of reversing the HIV epidemic was reached prior the 2015 point - a fantastic action that testifies to the ability of national action and international commonality,” declared WHO Director-General Margaret Chan.

# FINISH AIDS BY 2030: WORLD AIDS DAY 2016

29 Nov 2016 – prior to of World AIDS Day, WHO has discharged tips on HIV self-testing to boost access to and uptake of HIV designation. consistent with a replacement WHO study, lack of associate degree HIV designation could be a major obstacle to implementing the Organization’s recommendation that everybody with HIV ought to be offered antiretroviral medical aid (ART). The report reveals that over eighteen million folks with HIV ar presently taking ART, and an analogous variety remains unable to access treatment, the bulk of that ar unaware of their HIV positive standing.

# EVERY ONE COUNTS , MY HRALTH MY LIFE : WORLD AIDS DAY 2017

Using a saying "Everybody counts", WHO is advocating for access to safe, effective, quality and reasonable HIV services, medicines, medical specialty different health commodities for all folks that want them. UHC implies that all folks receive the health services they have while not experiencing money hardship, as well as access to the complete vary of HIV services.

# RECOGNIZE YOUR STANDING : WORLD AIDS DAY 2018

On one December 2018, WHO can be part of international partners to commemorate World AIDS Day beneath the theme “Know Your Status”. this may even be an occurrence to celebrate the thirtieth day of World AIDS Day – a pioneering international health campaign 1st initiated by WHO in 1988.

CIVIL SOCIETY PARTICIPATION

India is typically depict in light of the fact that the world’s biggest majority rule government. It flaunts an incredible and vivacious common society, with more than 3 million common society associations (CSOs) and social movements.70 this is frequently epitomized by the contribution of CSOs in India's HIV reaction, just as a strong nearness of systems and associations light-emanating diode by in danger networks. The lawmaking of gayness in 2018, after an extended crusade from LGBTI, HIV and human rights activists and CSOs, demonstrates the aggregate quality of those groups.
PREDICTATIONS OF HIV IN INDIA

Over the previous decade, India has made significant advancement in endeavor its HIV plague, especially as contrasted and various nations inside the district. A genuine purpose behind the nation's prosperity is that the supported duty of the Indian Government through its National AIDS the board Program, that has been quite compelling at focusing on hazardous groups like men who get laid with men, sex representatives and people who inject medication. While ART is free and take-up is rising, helped by the reception of ‘test and treat’, numerous people living with HIV still have issue getting to administrations, that implies the quick pace at that inclusion is being scaled up should proceed. Be that as it may, shame and segregation remain significant hindrances forestalling key influenced populaces and individuals at high danger of HIV transmission from getting to treatment and significant consideration administrations. A proceeding with objective these and various boundaries is required to end the stressing ascend in new diseases and AIDS-related passings seen in 2017 (as contrasted and 2016 levels).

Bringing down contaminations among hazardous groups is one in everything about greatest examples of overcoming adversity, however proceeding with powerful bar projects should remain in situ, quite for people that inject prescription and transgender people, the 2 in danger groups with the best HIV predominance of every single key populace. New pockets of disease have risen in zones just as Gujarat, Bihar, Delhi, Chhattisgarh, Rajasthan, Odisha, and Jharkhand that require shut watching and custom fitted bar and treatment programmes. Equally imperative is to raised see the transmission elements between states brought about by relocation, that is dynamically being perceived as a key driver of most recent HIV contaminations in India.

Improving data combination and examination is critical to trademark these pockets of most recent diseases and understanding examples of powerlessness, making this field pivotal to the achievement of India's HIV reaction.

CONCLUSION

The themes don't seem to be restricted to one day however are used year-around in international efforts to spotlight HIV/AIDS awareness at intervals the context of different major international events as well as the G8 Summit. Government today are accustomed tell the folks to use Condoms because it prevents the person to induce infected by the AIDS illness. It’s easy for the folks to use the Condoms, however it’s a number of the restrictions that it generally cannot build the HIV get into the body of the pers. Programmatic reforms, designed to deal with human rights violations, ought to make sure that national HIV/AIDS programs embody measures to combat discrimination and violence against folks living with HIV/AIDS, with specific attention to marginalized populations. Efforts ought to even be created to produce human rights coaching for judges, police, and different officials; improve information assortment about police abuse and violence, women’s property rights, and statutory offence of girls; make sure that anti-retroviral drug distribution systems acknowledge the challenges marginalized populations face in accessing treatment; and make sure that HIV check results and different patient info is unbroken confidential. Public education campaigns on the human rights of individuals living with HIV/AIDS in native languages and victimization applicable media ought to be intense. It is generally advised that listening to human rights is therefore how so expensive and time overwhelming that it ought to very be thought of facultative throughout a public health crisis. However, there's no reason that public health and human rights be thought of con to 1 another. In responding to the world HIV/AIDS epidemic, solely programs that begin with a basic respect for people, and their rights, are
triple-crown. Those programs that adopt ways within the name of potency or ideology and that fail to respect human rights can ultimately fail.
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